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editor
I'm continually amazed
at how much slips through.
our legislature without the
knowledge of a majority of
those on campus. The latest
in actions that should not
only outrage most of us, but
also prompt serious response,
'is a move last week by state
budget writers during consid-
eration of funding for Idaho
Public Television.
Tacked onto a measure
that would grant the station
$2 million of the $4 million
dollars needed to convert to
digital broadcasting was what
lawmakers term "intent lan-
guage." Our senators and
representatives decided to
have the state board of edu-
cation review programming
decisions by the station, to
ensure they don't' .promote
the violation of any Idaho
'laws. Interestingly enough,
Idaho remains one of the few
states that still has sodomy
laws on its books.
The move was a thinly
veiled attempt to make' sure
progran1s such as "lt's Ele-
mentary" don't show upon
Idaho's airwaves again.
~Certainly it proves
aggravating that state law-
makers insist their values arc
golden, while the education
of a state already viewed as
academically and socially
imprisoned becomes of sec-
ondary concern.
I t'§ time for us to stand
up for ou,,: rights to be
exposed to a variety of views.
The last place we can experi-
ence that type of knowledge
is through public television
because it isn't ,influenced by
corporations and big money.
Too bad that in Idaho, our
public. television-Is .forced to
succumb to big egos. .
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Bronco track star sets
school record.
The 0pllUons presented in advertise-r
merits, editorials and cartoons within reflect the
views of those who created them and are not
necessarily the views of The Arbiter or its staff
The.Arbiter is the official student news-
paper of Boise State University. Its mission is
to provide a forum. for the discussion of issues
impacting the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students and advertis-
ing sales. The paper is distributed to the cam-
pus on Wednesdays during the school year. The
first copy is free. Additionalcopies cost $1
each, payable to The Arbiter offices.
Spring breakers
warned to tone
down reckless
behavior
_,...., .JJ
from Mexican police
"TIley thought I knew
this guy who was taken in for
having marijuana at a club . .I
convinced them I didn't know
him but it was obvious he was
facing' some big time charges
and jail time,"
The bureau reports that
over half the nearly 3,000
arrests arc on drug-related
charges, and a substantial num-
ber due to the usc of alcohol
am! disorderly behavior.
Many foreign countries
consider the usc or possession
of .drugs a serious offense,
especially the transport of sub-
stances. Rudcnsky says some .
tourists may agree to carry a
suitcase or package for a large
sum of money. "If they're
caught, foreign officials typi-
cally accept no excuses for the
Erica Hill
editor in chief
C crtain behaviors consid-ered innocent in the
United States can land spring.
breakers in foreign jails. It hap-
pens more than we'd like to
think. The U.S. Bureau of Con-
sular Affairs reports more than
2,)(111 American citizens get
arrested abroad every year.
"Some young people arc
\'ictimized because they may be
unaware of the laws. customs
. or standards of the country
they are visiting," says Marie
Rudensky of the Consular
Affairs office.
Boise State vacationers
have proved no exception. Eliz-
abeth Riley took off to Cancun
two years ago only to find her-
self enduring interrogation
possession and the blame will
'be placed on the tourist." Pun-
ishrncnt can range from inter-
rogations and lengthy trials to
two years to life in prison, or in
countries such as Saudi Arabia,
Turkey or Malaysia, the death
penalty may be enforced. Mex-
ico, Jamaica, the Bahamas and
the Dominican Republic all
have stringent drug laws \vhich
impose. mandatory jail sen-
tences for people found guilty
of possession.
Secretary of State Made-
line Albright recently released a
media alert to colleges around
the nation, to warn spring
breakers of the ramifications
associated with such reckless
beha~or, but she also urges
using proper judgment to avoid
being raped or robbed. Many
students are ~crimized because
of the unfanUliar location. .
But poor 'Judgment can
• "Jo
also mean assuming other
countries live up to the same
sanitation standards. Jayne Nel-
son, director of the BSU stu-
. dent health center, says· they
typically gear up for an increase
in appointments ranging from
upper respiratory infections to
dissentary. The center remains
closed during spring break.
Engaging in dangerous
sexual· behavior also. presents a
concern: to health officials.
Increased alcohol· intllke .can
lead to unprotected sex, which
oftell means sexuaI1y transmit- .
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ted diseases and even preg-
nancy.
National statistics show
that chlamydia and pregnancy
testing at college heald1centers
were highest during April of
last year, the month after spring
break.
Even more alarming
were the number of students
who tested positive in both cat-
egories. Forty-three percent
tested positive·· for pregnancy
and seven percent forchl3my-
dia, d1e highest numbers of.d1e
season.
"Whether students
decide to engage in reckless
sexual beha~or or illegal acti~-
ties, it's important to be cau-
tious," warns Rudensky. "Many
Amencans believe they can
escape punishment because
they Wear the United States cit-
. izen label. The truth is that just
because certain behavior, like
getting drunk, is often accepted
in the United States doesn't
mean .it is ..allowed in other
countries."
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New parking garage philosophy: .'pay as you go'
Estimated completion date for the new parking garage JSAugtlStiitSi.
news writer
Parking at BSU will get alittle more expensive
this fall upon completion of
the new garage. Permits will
not be valid in the new facility,
though those. responsible for
the decision feel that a "pay-
as-you-go" plan will benefit
everyone involved.
The rates for parking
will remain the same as those
on the visitor lots of the Stu-
dent Union and Administra- .
tion buildings, $1 an hour or
50 cents per half-hour. Regis-
tered students need only pay
half this cost when using
Bronco Bucks.
Bob Seibolt, director of
campus safety; says that stu- .
dents will get the discounted
rate bec~\lse fees were~? .:'
important source of funding
for the structure. Also, offi-
cials did not want to charge
students . using alternative
forms of transportation, such
as bicycling or walking.
Student body President
Matt Bott feels the new plan
will benefit everyone-inciud-
ing those holding general per-
mits. He says that the fact that
the visitors' lots are always full
means students coming late are
willing to operate on a pay as
you go plan. Also, the 650 space
garage will make more room in
the regular lots for those with
permits.
Bottsays that in making
this decision, the tone of the
Parking and Transportation
Committee Was to "have more
options. This is an option we
don't have." The committee
feels confident that the number
of students willing to pay will
fill the garage.
One problem 'With the
general permit system was that
there was no incentive to move
on, Seibolt told the ASBSU
Senate, when announcing the
new plan. To keep costs down,
there' will be no attendants if!.
the garage, though security offi-
cialswill patrol the facilities as
they do in the surface lots.
Automated pay-by-space
units located on each floor will
be progran:u.t1ed to accept stu-
dentIDs,c,redit and debit cards,
as well as cash. Those machines
will dispense change as an
attendant would.
Seibolt says the rates in
the general lots will not be
increase. Currently, they cost
$40 for students and $60 for
employees in general spaces,
and $110 and $130 respectively
for reserved spaces.
The new parking garage
will accept. students; . faculty,
staff and visitors. Assurances
can not be made that patrons of
extra-university functions will
not fill those spaces.
. The new parking plan
was recommended by the uni-
versity'S parking and trans-
portation committee and
approved .by BSU President
Charles Ruch and his cabinet.
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Students debate. fee increases
news writer
great that students got involved
and had me opportunity to
speak for or against fees."
The proposed Children's
Center fee increase of $1.50 per
semester for full-time students
received tremendous support.
Several mothers brought, their
children in and praised me serv-
ices at the center. Former
ASBSU president Christine'
Starr spoke passionately about
how much her child loves me
staff at me care facility. Five
people testified in favor of the
increase, while five other par-
ents wrote letters also favoring
the fee.
The Student Union
Operations! Activities fee WaS
also supported as six people
addressed the advantages of the
SUB and Student Activities.
However, Rob Perucca, senior
at BSU, claimed that me Stu-
dent Union has not tried rea-
sonable approaches to cutting
expenses. As a past SUB
employee he feels the building
Students and facultyapproached me podium to
plead their .case March 14 at a
hearing for student fee rate'
increases, which will determine
what full and part-time students
pay to attend Boise State next
, year. While some passionately
argued for certain" fees, others
strongly opposed me changes,
, Twelve different
increases were proposed to me
Executive Budget Committee
and Vice President of Student
Affairs, Peg Blake. For four
hours students and faculty
streamed in and out of .the
,Hatch Ballroom in me SUB to
partidpate. Attendance ranged
from about 20 to 50 people
throughout the hearing which
ran an hour longer than sched-
u1~d due to me number of
speakers.
"I was very pleased by me
good attendance," says Daryl
,Jones, BSU provost. "It was
is over-staffed, and administra-
tors need to research which
employees are really needed. He
said me increase is not neces-
sary and students should "make
them work harder and dig
deeper" for fee increases.
Perucca was followed by
Jaime Thompson, of the Stu-
dent Union Board of Gover-
nors, who insisted "this (fee
increase) is a definite necessity
and last resort."
The most opposed fees
Were the student' housing rates.
Three students spoke about me
rent rising for university apart-
ments over me past three years. , -,,' , . 'i.y.<;~}'d~.
Residents from the BSU living :~",~ ':';;~~';',?~",~:'.:
facilities have written a letter of ," '.'." ' .. "'~~~';' .. ,:""?;...1',,,, -"..,_,.t"'i~"~· -.- ", ...
'C\.' , . ",iz~~r',' "
~~:~a······~··~·~~~~~~t~~i<'~;"
suggesting how the Depart- ness program, so the Outdoor' mg~pi~Who~liuireer'get' .
ment of Housing could cut Program fee should increase by paid from a higher source.
costs. $2 for full-time students. One proposal was not an
The proposed intercolle- increase but me formation of a
giate athletics fee received completely new fee. This $2 for
praise from two female athletes full-time and 20 cents for part-
who addressed me many bene- time students would allow BSU
fits BSU sports provide to stu- ' to bring prominent speakers to
dents. Thompson also spoke on campus on a regular basis. Two'
this issue, pointing out con- students strongly supported
cerns associated with the this distinguished lecture series
increase. fee.
Student Dylan McDon-
ald addressed the committee as
a representative of me resi-
dents. He said me apartments
are not following their mission,
which is to provide reasonably
priced facilities that are clean,
well maintained and comfort-
able. McDonald expressed his
concern with the growth rate of
, many rising fees. "Student apa-
thy isn't an okay for fee
increases," he asserts.
Five students agreed
with the campus recreation fee,
which would change $7 per
semester for full-time students
and $1.60 per credit hour for
part-time and summer students.
Speakers claimed the new recre-
ationeenter will provide 'a great
benefit to campus.'
Likewise, four supporters
argued that BSUdoes not have
During the hearing, spec- '
tators learned of the conditions
of the Keith Stein Blue Thun-
der Marching Band. "We are. in
desperate need of support,"
said David A. Wells, banddirec-
tor. He described the tattered
uniforms that have been in use
for 13 years, and explained how
70 percent of me band could
not travel to the Big West tour-
nanient in Reno because of a
lack of funds,
Two students spoke in
favor of me volunteer services
Oilier proposals pre-
sented were a general education
fee, a student computer fee and
TheArbilfr fee. No one testified
for or against these increases.
The Executive Budget
Committee met on March 15 to
consider these proposals. They
will make recommendations to
President Ruch, who will for-
ward his recommendations to
me State Board of Education
for. final approval, The' results
will be released inApril
IIJ]~.-----~)
SafeRide .proves a
needed service to,.
Boise State dorm
residents
Jake Campbell
a6e writer
to provide a safe exit for stu-
dents in any uncomfortable sit-
uation.
The program was run
through a joint effort of ABC
Taxi and the Resident Hall
Council. ABC billed the Resi-
dent Hall Association $70 for
the first weekend. The tab
included the total of 36 fares.
The bill for last weekend will be
released this week.
Organizer Justin Shuck
expects more people to use the
c"' _
Taxi driver Pete Newell knows all too well why Boise State-students
need a ride.
program as word of mouth
spreads. To help cover the
. future cost, Shuck says they are
considering applying for grants.
A test run for a new pro-gram called SafeRide,
which encourages students to
use taxi services instead of
endangering themselves or oth-
ers by driving drunk, success-
fully concluded on March 18.
Students who presented their
activity cards could take advan-
rage of free taxi services to and
from the residence halls.
SafeRide is also intended
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDY ABROAD
SCHOLARSHIP ANNOUNCEMENT
Boise State University InternaUonal Programs Is pleased to announce'
the availability of scholarship funds to be awarded to students for BSU Study Abroad
programs for the 2000·2001 academic year. Funds are available for the foRowing sites:
':z?:y~~~p"'~'····;·;:'-;~¥~~i~:.
With BSU Inte~a.~o~alI»r0grmn.s - the world is yourclassroom!.
,. ' • _ ,._ ... __ .<,." ,'_:' ,r., , _. _.' -s; . _. , ~ .' \ .. ',":!' , __ " . ., , .__,~ ,',_ ,:. ;,
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Specific fUnding demils
will be released during an RHA
meeting on April 9 at 9 PM.
Shuck encourages all students
with concerns 'or input regard-
ing SafeRide to come to the
open hall meeting in. Chaffee
Hall.
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Ted Andromidas, with
LaRouche's national' campaign,
says the candidate's name
appears on the 'ballot in 43
states.
"We do fully expect tobe
on the ballot in Idaho," he says.
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ASBSUsenators deal with
graduation complaints,
consider spending .options
be given. out only on a first
come first serve basis, of which
only the first few to come will
get served the most amount of
funds."
Though the veto was
overridden on March 9 by a
vote of eight yeas and three
nays, the manner in which this
bill was handled was deemed
unconstitutional. The bill had
alreadybeen considered once in
the meeting, and failed.
TIle Senate reconsidered
the vote after one senator, who
opposed the bill, had left and
another who supported it
arrived, that Senator had earlier
been. late-excused. This action
compelled one member of the
gallery-an ASBSU
employee-to declare that she
wanted all fees back which had
gone to fund student govern-
rnent,
The action was justified
by some student leaders, who
felt that had the tardy senator
been present, they would have
been able to carry the vote. The
first time the bill was consid-
ered Angela Babcock, who
chaired the meeting, cast a nay
vote which eliminated the sup-
porters' two-thirds majority.
According to the ASBSU
constitution, in order to recon-
sider an overrided bill, one of
the original nay votes must
make. a motion within ten
working days to place it back on
the table. Those who made the .
motion to reconsider later apol-
ogized, saying that they
believed at the time' that they
were following proper parlia-
mental'}'procedure.
In his letter, Batt does say
Sean Hayes
news writer
A bill that would havemoved $5,000 from the
emergency 'Contingency funds
to readily.available senate dis-
cretionary funds was vetoed by
Student Body President Matt
Bott. ASBSU Senate Bill 30,
sponsored by Senators
Nicholas Leonardson and
BradleySaito, originallypassed
with six yeas, two nays and two
abstentions.
In a letter justifying his
veto Batt says, "My concerns
have been that we have been
extremely liberal in our fund
allocations,'and I was/am fear-
ful of settinga precedent of fis-
cal irresponsibility in showing
the student body that the
ASBSU discretionary fund \\i11
,~~·~~g~~~'Is staffed
i'iby 'V'61Unteers.Its
,'~SlJPp?rtctiines from
:,;':r~?t#,ti<>os;'as. well as .
.....nii:eaWaisofAda,
,~Y9n~d.Elmore counties.
i;';".;;.?;g~i~ore..fuformation,
".p~~t:'PeterWollheim at
,
"" >.:;':~'.\" . ';'.:'
,f::_,
'.' .',:,' ~". '.;
he approves using contingency
funds for "big campus-wide
projects." Among those
planned are a kiosk and a vet-
eran's memorial fountain. He
says he hopes that even if sen-
ate overriddes his veto they will
move to support this use of
erpergency funds.
Since The Arbiter pub-
lished a story concerning new
plans for graduation, the offices
of Matt Bott and Vice Presi-
dent of. Student Affairs, Peg
Blake,have been hit with phone
calls and wild rumors. Batt has
heard some students say gradu-
ation had been indefinitely
postponed and, until the com-
mencement committee can fig-
ure out a plan, the event won't
be held until next year.
Bott and Blake were on
hand during' an open Senare
meeting to address these
rumors, and present the latest
plan on how May's.graduation
ceremony in the Pavilionwillbe
conducted.
'According to •Bott, stu-
dents will'lineup withtheiI.
respective ".colleges.~d fo~
two simultaneouslines to shake
hands with their deans. A large
screen ~l broadcast the indi-
vidual graduate's face to the
audience. Afterwards, students
will regroup at a reception
more oriented to individualcol-
leges. The event will also be
broadcast on the Internct for
friends and familywho cannot
attend.
Bott sayshe likes the new
plan. Hosting individual col-
lege ceremonies, he says, was
too big and chaotic to hold Oil
one day.He also points out that
the ceremony of the College()(
Arts and Scienceswas roo large
for anywhere other than the
Pavilion.
"We need to build up tra-
ditions for our students," Blake
says. One proposed tradition
Batt has planned is abell-ring-
ing ceremony in which each
graduate rings the Bell. of
Excellence. He says traditions
are "really marketable," and
draw prospective students to
colleges.
Ia-=------"')
State Board approves engi-
neering, paramedic programs
jesst Loerch
associate editor
that Bayesian methods offer a
statistical technique which
allows researchers to update
their estimates of an event
when new data are received.
Maximum entropy refers to a
method .of attaining the least
biased estimate of statistical
quantity. Erickson says these
methods can be used for pro-
cessing electronic signals and
image enhancement,
John Parker Burg, a
retired scientist and entrepre-
neur, donated $1 million for the
(~----,....~
VSB says thanks to stars
or"BSU volunteer effort
The Volunteer· Services
Board would like to thank Boise
.Srate students for making this year's
Hunger Banquet such a success.
Around 225 people attended the
banquet and over 50 people volun-
teered the following Saturday at the.
Hunger Cleanup. The volunteers
collected food donations at Albert-
sons for'the Idaho Food Bank, and
helped agencies like the Boise Rescue Mission and the
Agency for New Americans clean and reorganize.
A committee is forming to plan an Earth Day 2000
event. This is a great opportunity to be creative, practice
leadership and organizational skills, and meet new people.
If you are interested, please call Tora at the VSB office,
426-4240.
Bayesian center, which will be
directed by Erickson 'and
housed at BSU. The Bayesian
center consists of a group uf
individuals interested in these
research methods. The money
will be used to promote the cen-
ter and fund its annual meeting,
this year in· Paris
The paramedic program,
if approved by the faculty sen-
ate, will begin this fall. Approxi-
mately 150 students have
already expressed interest in the
program. --------~~=========:::====:::=7~TIm~~;;)
The State Board of Edu-cation approved. two
new programs at Boise State
during last week's meeting.
The Edwin T. Jaynes
International .Center for
Bayesian Methods and Maxi-
mum Entropy, and a training
program for paramedics, both
received the board's go-ahead.
Gary Erickson, chair of
electrical engineering explains
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A day on the road with the' basketball band
available surface except, for'
some reason, the ceiling. Care-
lessly tossed belongings' soon
. spoiled the effect as people
stretched out on the beds and
planned their remaining hours .
until the game that night
,Despite a noticeable lack
of fans in the sterile University
of Nevada sports arena, the
band remained, in full swing
with the fight song as the team
took the court. It first appeared
that LOng Beach State, the,
opposing team, had not
brought their band; but then a
few guys in black began non-
chalantly trickling into the
~~",--",,~~, ding with music stands.'
.' . became obvious that
;~;'ilie'1>as band was up
'~i'/Il" ,so isticated jazz
l~:'
':ictaridmore etrical
;;:)";'t JPacro
'tilt, bas " .'
the VCR to the mostly female
spirit squad), the band stag-
gered onto the sidewalkiri front
of the 18-story, 1,070-room
, Peppermill Hotel Casino. The
first amenity noticed was 'the
gorgeous, swimming pool,
EKate Hoffman , ~
( feature write:
Anyone attending a home, basketball game encoun-
ters one of the loudest forces
. on campus.With a full comple-
ment of, members, this group
can be heard in the worst of the
Pavilion'snose-bleed seats, and
can easily drown out a conver-
sation between fans in closer
sections. Standing throughout
,the game, they cheer until
hoarse, heckle the opposing
team mercilessly and hold an
often-scathing running com-
mentary on the referees' judg-
ment Wearing blue shirts and
the occasional orange football
jersey, they seem noisier than
the fans, rowdier than
"Zerkies and louder than
The rooms
themselves
appeared
somewhat
ignominiouS,
with mauve
and black vel-
vetbed-=r
ing P
pulled
theb
by bags
jackets,
sively new
Although n
utilize buses,
cle as shiny and
one pull up at the cur
The ritual began
as the door opened. Everyo
climbed ,aboard and began
claiming, territory strategically
behind' the" television screens,
leaving their bags on the street
for the loading crew. With. a
e next
expeditions, r
mall, with 'er iI,tI e
rado that night and an
of gambling (or Circus
carnival games for the
derage and financially sensi-
le), but for now the pressing
matter seemed to be sleep. It
had been' a long day and,
despite being truncated by.
defeat, there was still a lot of
vacation to enjoy before the
band headed back to Boise
State. Despite being a working
band, this group was there for
the fun,
�--r:_--~) ('-----.,...~
Boise State gymnasts crush
Big West··competition
team on March 8, 1997 against
Arizona State. Utah State fin-
ished in second place with
194.25. Cal State-Fullerton and
UC Santa Barbara rounded out
the event with scores of 194.2
and 191.55 respectively.
"\Ve came out with more
energy than I've ever seen on
this team, and this is a very high
energy team," says Bronco head
coach and Big West Coach of
the Year Sam Sandmire. "All
year long we've been talking
about hitting our routines and
focusing on the big picture."
Sophomore Tiffany
Weston led the Broncos, post-
ing an all-around score of
39.25, good enough for second
place overall behind Utah
State's Christy Denson who
earned an impressive 39.525.
"Tiffany is one of the
most gifted athletes I've ever
worked with as far' as pure
power," comments Sandmire.
Sandmire explains that all
people have a, combination of
slow and fast twitch muscle
fibers, with the former favoring
endurance and the latter equat-
ing to explosive speed and
power.
Doug Dana
sports editor
U'nfortunately for the restof the Big West Confer-
,ence, the Boise State gymnasts
are at peak format exactly the
right time of the "season. The
Broncos decimated the compe-
tition at the Big West tourna-
ment last weekend, notching a
new overall school record while
tying several other" team reca'rds
in the process. ,
Boise State's overall score
of 196.225 breaks the former
record of 196.00 set by the
11111"1
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the Grove in the
ntown Boise.
"Tiffany definitely has a
lot of fast twitch fibers. She's
very quick and very, very pow-
erful."
The Broncos got rolling
behind a truly. dominating per-
formance in their favorite
event, the floor exercise.
Weston set the pace out of the
gate, tying her personal best
with a 9.95 and earning her a
conference championship in
the event. Junior Jessica Berry
contributed a 9.925, tying her
with Utah State's Denson for
second place, n.e 49.425 team,
performance equaled the stand-
ing school record in the floor
routine.
"The floor. has been our
be~t and most c:onsjstent~t'
all year," explains Sandmire.
"We didn't count a score below
9.85 (in the event) so it was a
great way to start."
Boise State carried the
momentum over to the vault,
where they again matched their
all time high score of 48.95.
Freshman Breanne
Holmes tied with Utah State's
'Megan Woolstenhulme for top
individual honors in the event
with a 9.875.
"Every vault Breanne
did, whether in practice, warm-
up or the actual meet, she stuck
like a dart."
On the bars the Broncos
continued to set the pace as a
team, scoring a season high
49.3. Junior Annie Kaus placed
second overall with a team, high
9.925 with 'none of the six
Broncos in the event scoring
lower than 9.775.
The Boise State coaching
staff elected to keep Junior
Debbie Thomps~n but of the
season's final home meet due to
recurring pain from a stress
fracture in her shin. The deci-
sion paid off for the Broncos as
Thompson capped off the Big
West tournament by winning
what is widely considered the
most demanding event in gym-
nastics.
"The beam' is the most
mentally challenging event. If
you're off an eighth of an inch,
you're on the floor, so you have
to be right on. Meets tend to be
won or lost on the beam,"
explains Sandmire. "Deb has
always been very strong on
beam, She 'had a near-flawless
performance:'
On April 'to the Broncos
rravelro Corvallis, Ore. to com-
pete in the' Region I Champi-'
onships against the likes of
UCLA, Oklahoma, and Stan-
ford. Despite the high level of
competition the team feels opti-
mistic about their chances.
"The way this team is
going, when we hit we can
compete with anyone," boasts
Sandmire. "We probably can't
beat one of the top teams out-
right, but they can certainly lose
to us. If they leave the door
open at all, we can run right
through it. If they falter at all
we can beat 'em."
Should the Broncos fin-
ish among the top two teams in
Corvallis' they would automati-
cally qualify for the NCAA
National Championships,
scheduled for April 13-15 in the
Boise State University Pavilion.
_-----~l (~--_ ......._....,..
·Wrestling team takes rzth at nationals
Dave Stewart
sports writer
Boise Statewrestling couldnot quite match their
10th place finish of 1998-99 at
the NCAA nationals last week-
end.At the Kiel Center in St.
Louis, this year's competitors
fell just short of the top ten fin-
ishing 12th.,Larry Quiselled the
way for the Broncos on the '
strength of a second place fin-
ish.
This year, Boise State
cam~ two points shy of pro-
ducing' another national cham-
pion, Quisel lost.a 4-2 match in
the finals to Pennsylvania's
Brett Matter. Quiscl was the
only Bronco to compete in the :
finals on Saturday night For
Quisel, this marks his second
straight All-American perform-
ance at the tournament: Last
year, he finished in third place '
by winning seven straight
matchesafter being toppled in
the first round. There were no·
first round difficultie~ for
Quise] this year. Winning his
first two matches by pin fall,the
157 pound senior eased his way
into the finals after being
seeded fifth at the start of the
tournament.
Last year's 165 pound
champion, Kirk White was
unable to repeat his stellar per-
formance from the previous
year. Chris Martin of Virginia
Tech handed White a loss in the
quarterfinal round.' Following
that, White headed to the con-
solation bracket and the possi-
bility of a' third place finish if
he were to win out. Arizona
State's Steve Blackford played
spoiler to White once again as
he defeatedWhite 12-10.Black-
ford is the same wrestler who
ended White's chances at the
PA,C-lO tournament in Davis,
Calif The match at nationals
marks'Blackford's third straight.
,defeat Of White this year.White
finished fifth overall, earning
himself All-American honors.
A third Bronco wrestler
managed to receive AIl-Ameri-
can as well. Sophomore Cash
Edwards fought his way to a
seventh place finish at 184
pounds. Second seed Vertus
Jones gave Edwards an opening
Claydefeat and sent him to the
consolations. There, Edwards
compiled four straight wins
before he was finally derailed
by Kevin Welsh. The seventh
place finish follows on the
heels of Edwards third place at
the PAC-I0 Championships.
. Senior KC. Rock at 125
pounds, 141-pounder Gabe
Vigil and .Heavyweight Bart
Johnson lost their first round
matches but followed them up
by winning two consolation
matches' each. However, each
was eliminated from the com-
petition by losing their third
consolation match. JayMcGuf-
fin at 149 pounds was elimi-
nated from the tournament
after opening up with two con-
secutive' losses. Junior 'Rusty
Cook won his first match and
then lost to his second round
opponent to be knocked from
the championship bracket to
.the consolations. Cook picked
up two wins before being elimi-
nated.
Quisel, White, and Rock
competed for the last time on
the collegiate stage; but five of
the eight ,Broncos . who
advanced to the national tour-
nament will be returning, offer-
ing a lot of, promise for the
future of Boise State wrestling.
Cook is' the only junior that
qualified to nationals for the
Broncos. Edwards, Johnson,
and McGuffin are sophomores
and Vigil is a freshman.
Chances are these athletes will
,be seen again in the national
spotlight.
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Final team results
from Bronco,Spring
Invitational
1. Portland, 308-310-
618; 2. Boise State, 307-312-
619; 3. Wyoming,
316-316-632; 4. British
,C()lumbill,317~322---639;, '5.
'Idaho"State,31a:.3~1; 6.
Mesa State, 332-331-663.
Top Five Individuals-1.
Overland Park
7(J~d(J'I~ILIIIIIIIIICl·nema(l
~H7~Hln II
All Seats $1.00
or FREE MOYIE with purchase
of 12,50 Food Ticket
2 for 1
with copy of Ad.
essi Santesson, Wyo.,
74-72-146 (won in
a one-hole playoff); 2.
Jamie Jou, BSU, 71-
75-146; 3. Megan
Radonich, UP, 74-
74--148; 4. Jordan
Lintz, Wyo., 72-77-'-
149; 5. (fie) Kristen
Olsen, ISU, 73-77-
150; Sarah Walter,
Up, 74-76--150.
Other Boise
State Golfers-7.
.Acey Erlandson, 77-
77-154; 10. Alissa
Lean, 80-78-158; 18. Marie
Beasley, 79-84--163; 21. Erin
Peck, 84-82~166.
One stroke spells
second place for
Bronco women's
golf team
The Boise State women's
golf. team. found. out the, hard
way that one:stroke can make a
big difference. After leading by
one stroke after Monday's first
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round, the Broncos surren-
dered the lead tc?the Univer-
sity of Portland during
Tuesday's final round of play
at the Bronco Spring Invita-
tional, losing ,byjust one sh~t ,
to the Pilots. The 36-hole
tournament was held at
Boise's Plantation Country
Club.
To make matters worse,
Bronco sophomore Jamie Jou
fell in a one-hole playoff to
Wyorning's Jessi Santesson,
keeping Boise State from an
individual top spot aswell.Jou
fired an even par 71 on M?n-
day,but dropped four strokes
over par with a 75 on Tuesday.
Santesson f~rced the sudden
death extra hole by shooting a
,,72 on Tuesday, making up
three strokes on Jou.
Boise State finished 'the
tournament with three golfers
among the top 10, led by Jou's
,second place finish. True
freshmen .'.Acey ,'Erlandson
and Alissa Lean finished in
seventh and tenth place,
respectively. The Broncos'
return to tournament action
next Monday at the 36-hole
Santa Clara Colby Invitational
in California,
Jarred Rome sets
school record in shot
put to open outdoor
season
Boise State'sJarred Rome
set a school record in the shot
put with a throw of 61 feet, 9
1/2 as the Bronco track and
field teams opened the outdoor
season on a blustery day in
Bronco Stadium 'on Saturday.
Rome's performance won the
competition and was also an
NCAA provisional qualifying
mark. This first meet outdoors
for, Boise State included com-
petitors from Utah ValleyCol-
lege, the College of Southern .
Idaho, and a handful of unat-
r......_-------~
Amanda Poulauskas took third in '400
meter hurdles during the Spring Opener.
tached athletes.
The Broncos also
recorded two other provisional
qualifying marks as Mark
Hoxrneier put the shot 59 feet,
6 1/4 inches for the second
provisional mark, and Rome
threw the discus 191 feet, 1
inch for the third provisional
mark on the day.
Bronco women's individ-
ual winners in the Boise State
Spring Opener, a non-team
scoring 'competition, included
MelanieBemis in the 400 meter
run (59.0 seconds); Kelly
Squibb in the 800 meter run
(2:11.9 seconds); Nicole Gur-
nicz at 1,500 meters (4:54.4);
Heather Miller at 3,000 meters
(10:31.1); Sally vail in the 400
meter hurdles (1:04.5); Alana
Gates in the high jump (5 feet,
1 3/4 inches) and the long
jump (1H 1/2); Gloria Buder
in the shot put (44 feet, 6
inches) and the hammer (172
feet, 3 inches); Samantha' Hall
,in the discus (129 feet, 1 inch);
and both relay teams (49.3 in
the 4Xl00 and 4:07.6 in the
4X4OO).
Besides Rome's shot and
discus, Boise State other men's
individual winners included
Russ McCrea in the 800
(1:54.1);Sasha Cesaratto in the
400 meter hurdles (53.6);Mile
WlScombe in the steeplechase;
and both relay teams (42.9 in
the 4Xl00 and 3:20.7 in the
4X4OO).
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aGe writer
Dance fuses the typicallydivergent fields of art
and athletics into one fluid
medium. Tight, muscled bodies
perform shocking feats of
physical dexterity not for the
sake of gaining a high score;
but for the purpose of convey-
ing an abstract message to an
audience:
"Dance' is, the most
immediate and visceral of the
performing arts," states Carl,
Rowe, co-artistic director at
Idaho Dance Theater. ','All of.
.us have a body and relate to it.
We feel likewe could: if onlywe
began when we were young, do
it ourselves. It takes physical
skill, but has the added dimen-
sion of being an art form. It's
not just about gymnastics. It's
composed and artistic., a com-
plete experience."
The duality encompassed
in dance make it an ideal central .
forum for disseminating a
divergent array of, art forms.
Imagine the spoken beat of
Shakespeare's sonnets becom-
ing the background rhythm of
a ballet. Or the' heavy percus-
sion and brassy beat of .an
Afro-Cuban band driving the
jaggedmovements of a choreo-
graphed' dance. Picture a
sonorous soprano soloist
.....
trilling Rachmaninoff while a
male dancer stirs on stage.
The scene clogs the
artistic arteries. It causes the'
sensibilities of the knees to
go numb. It onsets a veritable
heart attack, or as Idaho
Dance Theater calls it, anArl
Attack.
Arl Attack, aone-time
performance' to be held in
the Morrison Center Main
Hall at 8 p.m. on April 1,
closes the lOT season with a
dynamic bang.
"It is a huge collabora-
tion with lots of guests
artists, including the Lan-
groise Trio, Mondo Raga
Samba, a Boise band using'
world instruments, drums
and other gizmos to create a
high energy rhythm and oth-
,ers," comments Janna
O'Shea, IDT managing direc-
tor.
The event tears down
the stereotypes of stuffy bal-
let. Like a fishing line, it
hooks the prospective audi-
ence member with an entic-
ing morsel of whatever artistic
area they enjoy most-whether
string trios, vocal soloists, spo-
ken literature, or live bands-
and reels them into the central
idea of the dance.
Matt, Hope, native of
Boise and guest Choreographer,
("-----_.~~-
dance a solo piece whilemother
Judy plies away on the piano
.and sister Rebecca,' a graduate
of BSU, sings a soprano aria.
. Richard Klautsch, profes-
sor at BSU, can be seen in the
summertime on the riverside
stage of the Shakespeare Festi-
val performing key roles in
plays from the immortal Bard.
His resounding voicewill
ring the wooden rafters in the
Morrison Center as he' and fel-
low Idaho Shakespeare
Festival principal actor
Carole Whiteweather
read the words from
twelve of Shake-
speare's sonnets.
"Their reading is
the, only accompani-
ment for the dance,"
says Hansen. "Eac;h
sonnet is interpreted
through movement
which conveys the
message the sonnet is
relaying. It's not mim-
ing, but dance. Some-
times the dancers
follow the rhythm of
the sonnet; sometimes
they emphasize spe-
cific words. Since the
rhythm affects the
movement of the piece
the actors must try to
read it similarlyto how
they did in rehearsal.
But the dancers ,?ust
listen with gigantic
open ears for cue
words and for tempo.
The dances display the
range of human love:
from pure to kinky."
Rowe presents his
choreographed piece, "Rip
Tides," accompanied by the
Langroise Trio of Albertson
College. The composer of the
piece is Boisean David Earnest. •
"I originallyWanted to do
it because I likeDavid's'music,"
states Rowe. "He's very good.
He'swritten string trios, plays in
IDT dancer Jennifer'Roberts
opens the evening with an
, intriguing contemporary piece
played out to music from the
composer of the Amencan
BeaIi!>' soundtrack.
"It sounds like it's from
another, world," asserts Marla
Hansen, co-Artistic Director at
IDT. "It is a modern dance with
spacey sounding music."
Then, like a more cere-
bral, classical version of the
Partridge family, the, Prescott
family performs a piece from
Rachmaninoff. Matt Prescott
flies in from New. York' to
Art Attack blends
words, music, .
dance into one
medium
"~:r-----~) c.......----r-CtIDL abe -l
a rock band, drives a cab, and
does' things outside the area
like music for commercials. I
heard the Langroise trio play
his pieces. They have an evoca-
tive tone. That's the reason I
call it "Rip Tides." It is the
strong force under the surface
the emotional energy always
underneath the skin. Dancers
have to fed that to invest their
movement with that kind of
energy."
The dancers, many of
them students from BSD, had
an opportunity to challenge
themselves in this finale per~
formance. Thax Von Reither,
Jennifer Roberts and, Misty
Blessing tuned their choreo-
graphing skills to pieces by
Mondo Raga Samba.
"This performance
emphasizes collaboration so
we decided Art Attack was an
appropriate name," stated
Hansen. "It is different
because there is somuclt music
in a live show. It isextrernely
exciting. The whole perform-
ance is much more energetic."
Tickets can be purchased
at the Morrison Center Box
Office or at Select a Seat for
$14- $20.
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Amy Wegner
.aBe writer
World famous author,.Charles Baxter, read
chapters from his book, Feast 0/
Lore, to a eclectic audience on
March 13th at Noodles. At
7:30 on a beautiful spring
evening, collegeprofessors, stu-
dents, and other interested
community members gathered
downtown at the restaurant.
.,
Waiters escorted the audience
into a rapidly fillingprivate ban-
quet room. More chairs were
pulled in to satisfy the growing
crowd. Orders were taken and
drinks served before Baxter
began his entertainment.
Having published numer-
ous short story collections and
novels, Baxter is wellknown for
his witt}',clever writing, which
occasionally turns .to a quirky
dark view of life. Also a
teacher, he directs the MFA
program at the University of
Michigan. Living in Ann
Arbor, MI with his wife and
son, he has received grants
from the National Endowment
for the Arts, the Guggenheim
Foundation, and Lila Wallace-
&ader's Digest Foundation. Two
novels, First Ugb! and Sbado]])
Plq)~a collection of short fic-
tion Belie/'ers; and his first non-
fiction book,. Bllmiflg DOJvfI the
House are among his more
famous books. His latest work,
Feast ~r Lore, should reach
bookstores in earlyMay.
Brought to Idaho by
Boise State University's MFA
program, this' world-famous
author proceeded to describe
his newest book, Feast 0/ Love.
When writing it,Baxter claimed
that he wanted to breakaJI the
rules. The first he could think
of was that authors cannot
write themselves into their.
works. He also said that no one
begins a book 'with the charac-
ter waking up in bed. "So," he
grins. "I began Feast of Love
with Charlie Baxter waking up
in bed one morning and going
for a walk through the woods in
order to work through a bad
case of writer's block." .
Throughout the book,
eight main characters take turns
tellingCharlie Baxter stories of
their love lives. Bradley'Smith,
middle aged, alone except for a
dog named Bradley (yes, he
named his dog after himself),
and his coffee shop, Jitters, is
the first character introduced.
The two chapters Charles
Baxter chose to read were filled
with quirky statements, hilari-
ous comparisons, and a comi-
cally realistic portrayal of the
local shopping mall in Ann
Arbor, Ml. Absolute silence
fiJJedthe room as.he read, with
everyone hanging on his every
word. The silence' was only
broke by. wild fits of laughter
when Baxter read one of the
many witticisms in his book.
After the reading the many
comments rang out: "I loved it!
I'll have to buy the book when
it comes out!" "Very entertain-
ing." One person in particular
chuckled. "Very amusing. The
description of the coffee shop
. in the mall was wonderful, but
shopping mallsare easy to make
fun of."
Many of Baxter's stories
occur in the Midwest, specifi-
cally around the Ann Arbor
region. Baxter mentioned, "1
write about the Midwest
because writers need to know
what they write about: 1 know
the Midwest," Many of his
characters. from other novels
or short ste~riesreappear in
other works. This mingling
of characters creates' a
familiar atmosphere the
readers know, like visiting
old friends.
A master's student at
BSU,Misty Schymtzik com-
mented after the reading, "1
thought it was really inter-
esting. Two characters in
Feast 0/ Love were in the
Baxter story we read in class.
I could see more of the
character's traits' as' he read
the chapters."
NO\N Hiring!!
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Two elements surprise
the moviegoer unfamiliar with
the background of Sweet and
Lowdown. First, this mock-biog-
raphy deals with a jazz musician
who -never existed. Emmet
Ray's character might seem
loosely based on some jazz leg-
ends, but the film remains com-
pletelyfietitious. That makes
Allen's strategy even more
ironic: he frequently interrupts
the story with documentary-
like interviews of jazz experts
and himself, providing contra-
dictory versions of Emmet's
life, and thus mocking the genre
of biographies. Second, don't
start worshipping Sean Penn
for his musical abilities. The
fantastic soundtrack was played
by a number of excellent jazz
musicians and Penn's parts in
particular by Howard Elden.
Yet Elden taught Penn enough
finger acrobatics that the viewer
never doubts for a second it's
Penn who delivers the mesmer-
izing guitar play. Anyone who
. loves jazz will run to the nearest
record store for the soundtrack.
Does Sean Penn have a
chance to beat out Denzel
Washington or Kevin Spacey?
Does Morton convince more
than Angelina Jolie? Few peo-
ple can tell. Boiseans should
grab the opportunity, go to the
Flicks; and decide for them-
selves. After all, quality films
don't provide the only incen-
tive: it's. also the only theater
where movie-goers can enjoy a
beer at the' same time.
life. Emmet falls in love with
the mute Hattie, played by the
young British actress Samantha
Morton, who garnered a nomi-
nation for Best Supporting
Actress. The chemistry works,
because both turn out ineffec-
tive with words: Hattie conveys
her emotions and meanings
with her facial expressions and
Emmet with his music. Never-
theless, his life wouldn't res~m-
ble a roller coaster if he could
- reviewof.
Dominik's Fbcks~aet
Lowdown
Woody Allen's latest film
Sweet and Lowdown belongs to
this illustri~us' group. The
movie traces the life of jazz
musician Emmet Ray, who likes
to call himself an artist, a genius
and the second-best jazz .gui-
. tariSimthC:'M;rId. He also likes
to take his dates to watch trains
or shoot rats. Sean Penn
embodies the quirky musician
in such a masterful perform-
ance that he was rightly
rewarded with a Best Actor
nominarion. Emmet comes
across as a raw diamond who
repeatedly stands in his own
way. While a genius as musician,
he seems somewhat self-
absorbed, .impulsive and an
alcoholic with weird ideas. Yet
staying around him (for charac-
a6ewriter
Next time, when going to" the Flicks theater in
downtown Boise, take a close
look at the arch -abov'e the
entrance, A. sign ...announces
"Qwility Films"Alida look at
their movie schedule convinces
movie lovers that the Flicks
continues to live up to itsclaim.
Right now, five movies are play-
ing and they have three quali-
tiesin common. Hardly
anybody has heard of these
independent, alternative pro-
ductions, because they can't be
seen anywhere else in Boise
(with the exception of American
BeaJI!y), and most importantly,
they all have at least one Oscar
nomination to their credit
ters as weI.I as the audience)
automatically translates into a
great time and a constant smile
on the face. Allen can credit
Penn with that reaction,
because in spite of all the self-
indulgence,' insensitive remarks
and unaccountable behavior,
one sympathizes with Emmet
throughout
Joining Emmet Rayon
his. roller coaster ride through
the 1930's jazz world are vari-
ous figures who emerge in his
; ......
realize what this love means to
him. He falls for the writer
Blanche (Urna Thurman), but
ultimately only music has a true
place in his heart The sole per-
son who can bring him to tears
is Django Reinhardt - the best
jazz' guitarist in the world. As
Blanche tells Emmet, ''Your
feelings are locked away so
deeply, you don't even know
where to find them." Emmet:
''You say that like it's a bad
thing."
The Most Cropon the Internet ...
e-cra(t..co111
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Spit
Kittie
band Korn. The twelve new
tracks on Kitties album use
mostly one word to describe
them including: "Spit," "Suck,"
"Choke" and "Brackish."
The song titles seem
measly in comparison to their
explicit lyrics. They show the
frustration these girls have with
the world.
For instance, the song
"Spit;" sings about the bad
expectations new listeners have,
-
c"": _
and how they want to spit on
anyone who judges them
before hearing them.
"Spit" offers a perfectly
placed opening track because
it explains-to listeners why
they should keep an open
mind. The song maintains a
constant beat and discusses
the issue of unfair judgment
Unfortunately, lead singer
Morgan Lander does not
show off her appealing voice
as well on this track as she
does rhroughout the rest of
the CD. The listener can
barely hear her voice over the
loud instruments,
"Brackish," track five on
the album, hit MTV last week.
Its a catchy tempo transfers
Kittie's angst and hate into a
memorable hard-core tune.
"Brackish" compiles all of their
talents, and because' of the
great mixing, the song stands
out on the album,
The fear that being
female in .the heavy-metal
industry will cut their career
short serves as one of the main
issues Kittie covers on Spit
''We want to destroy the
idea that a lot of men see
women as blow-up dolls,"
remarked Lander. "Paperdoll,"
track eleven,. claims that the
girls will not be used or abused
and wornen ' should not let
themselves fill the roll of being
paper dolls for men. Kitties
Young screams from tile
new band Kittie will cause
another leap in the gnJ\\;ng
market of heavy-metal music.
, The members of this all-
female quartet from Canada
define themselves as having a
sound similar to heavy-metal
I
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came from'the creativity of
both girls, producer Jimmy
Bralower and Peter Zizzo, both
big names in the music industry.
Bralower worked with Jennifer
Paige on previous tracks and
Zizzo wrote music with Celine
Dion.
M2M hit number one in
ten count;ries with their first
.release, "Don't Say You Love
Me." As the song debut in other
countries, it continued to climb
the charts and receive critical
recognition. The key to the
song's popularity lies in the
smooth blend between Larsen
and Raven's voices.
Not only did this multi-
talented duo co-write their first
hit, but the two both play their,
own instruments. Larsen
focuses on the guitar and
Raven's talent lies in playing the
piano. "It's important to us for
people to see that we sing, we
play, and that this is what we
like to do, " says Marion.
While manylJlight think
that their young age would
serve as a detriment, songwriter
Carole Bayer Sager feels other-
wise. "Their enthusiasm and
passion for music was catchy.
Their youth did not diminish
their talent. Actually, I felt very
energized and very pleased with
our collaboration and look for-
ward to working with them
again soon," said Bayer Sager.
It might seem unbeliev-
able, but Shades of Purple
could appeal to other audiences,
other than the typical teenage
girl section. Each track does an
excellent job of showcasing the
voices of these teenage phe-
noms. However, the final track
on the album, "\Vhy," seems
one of the 'most impressive on
M2M's new release.
For those of you who
happen to still be in the closet
about your love of pop music,
make sure you sneak off to the
record store apd pick up Shades
of Purple.
lyrics spell out their annoyance
with such behavior. ''They try
her on for size, she fits nice, 0I1e
size fits all- I now her soul is
dead."
The song concentrates
on Lander's high arid distin-
guishable voice. It doesn't con-
tain the heavy-metal melody
most of the album carries, but
shows a softer side of Kittie.
"Immortal," the last song
on the album, an instrumental,
shows the immense talent of .
the band's musicians, who
range in agefrom 15 to 17.
.Kittie's sound is new and
should soon have playtime on
alternative stations everywhere.
The album catches the listener's
attention and proves the gro~lJ
used their CD space economi-
cally. Kittie does a great job giv-
ing each song a deep meaning
by tackling tough issues like dis-
crimination in the heavy-metal
industry where men .fill the
majority of th~ important roles
I f you are looking· for a new,
heavy -metal sound, and some
good role models, pick this
album up.
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA-[REF [an beso
rewarding, 'you'llwonder
why you didn·'t do it sooner.
IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
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and Social Security.
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llIYEARS2DYfARSlDYEARSM2M's debut album from
Atlantic Records, Shades of
Purple, could end up giving the
duo the momentum they need
to reach the top of the charts.
Norwegian-born M2M
hopes to find the success that
such pop sensations like Britney
Spears and Christina Aguilara
have reached at a young age.
Marit Larsen and Marion Raven
prove on Shades of Purple that
they have the talent needed to
make it big in America. The two
have received acclaim overseas
and the new album marks what
the duo hopes will become a
turning point in their careers.
Their first release off the
cd, "Don't SayYou Love Me,"
So why wait? let us help you build a comfortable retire-
INVESTAS lITTLE AS ment today with tax-deferred
$25 a month -
through an automatic SRAs. We think you will find it
payroll p1an2
'-- --' rewarding in the years to come.
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."",rmaual runds and tuIllone=- 11M and 11M<R£f Lr.lnsutanco. Co.Issuo Insurance and annuitlos. 11M-eREfTNll Company. F58. provides trust_
_1lIOduclI ...not FDIC .., loM ...... and ... not ..... ......-.s.For more compIoII! Inlormation on our semrkios proclUClJ,lnWdlng chaIgos and
.. pomos,ah 1 800 842·2776.0"1. 5509,101 prospoctuses.RlYd them areIuIIy befoto you Invest oflend IllOIlf)'.O 2OOOT1NrCAff.11OO.
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Got crack?
Damon Hunzeker
Columnist
I love milk. I can't go tosleep or get out of bed
without it. I order pitchers of it
in bars. When 1 retire, I intend
to drink milk all day. 1will do
nothing but savorIts smooth
innocence as it.gently massages
my palate and comforts my
stomach. So I was greatly dis-
turbed when I found out the
grand elixiris under attack from
an intrepid political organiza-
tion.
(~-----..,-
than you're likely to die from ,"For as long as I can
peeing. Cows are supposed to remember, I've suffered from,
be milked. That's what they're an intense addiction, a merciless
for. You never hear a farmer six-dollar-a-day milk habit. I
say, "Son, you need to do your sacrificed my youth to the sub-
chores. Now get out to the barn stance. While the other kids
and comb the cow's hair." participated in sports and aca-
But more important,· I demic organizations, I hung
think college students are around in alleys surrounded by
already aware of beer. Do they used straws.
need it to be advertised? I've "ln1995, I hit rock bot-
never met a college kid who tom. I robbed a dairy truck. I
suddenly announced, "I just .sat in the darkness of my apart-
realized something. Maybe we ment for three days guzzling
should dump out the milk and carton after carton, irreparably
put beer in this keg." PETA's oblivious to the pleas of loved
ads are analogous to telling ones, many of whom assumed
gang members to put down I was dead or living in a barn
their calculators and pick up 'somewhere beneath a dried-up
some guns. bovine. Finally,something hap-
I conducted some pened that imposed a moment
research by comparing the of clarity on my hazy world. I
effects of the two beverages. I drank from an expired carton.
drank an entire gallon of milk . "At·; first, everything
in one sitting. Afterward, I seemed normal. Then I noticed
reclined on the couch and held something waswrong. The milk
my stomach while watching wouldn't pour. Did I open the
Nick at Nite and tried to figure .carton from the wrong end?
driving occupy higher rungs on on-we don't even have oppos- out how Samantha was going to No. What could it be? I attrib-
the ladder of ethics than able thumbs. We're happy explain to Darin why she was uted it to cruel hallucinations.'
squeezing cow boobs. The way idiots. All we want to do is eat forced to use her witch powers In my delirium, I simply
we treat cows, PETA. claims, is and poop. Eat and poop-day by turning Larry Tate into a tur- grabbed a fork and began to eat
inhumane. in, day out. That's life. We're de.Granted,thiswas not the themilk.~iel:lshouted.ltwas
This, of course, is non- flattered that you guys.like to most cerebral way to speridmy 1ikedrinking the worm at the
sense, I interviewed a cow eat and drink us. We love it." time. However, it wasn't as bottom of a tequila bottle. I
recently.Here's an excerpt: ME: "Great. So what do unhealthy as ..beer-;-llecause, pledged to abstain immediately.
ME: "It's good to talk to think of the presidential earn- co~ve~~IY'af~.~g~·;,le~tri~,t1ledairypatch. But
you. Let me ask you something. paign." .. , <>,'eqUalarnouatof'bCet-;I<koVe ... (·~e~d~d'iTjfnillk.;Lwas an
Does it bother you to be noth- COW: '''I'm .supp()rting my truck through a park, terror- addict. I mean, howdo'}rou eat
ing more than a milk machine Al Gore." . izing the squirrels and decimat- a cookie with orangc:;"iiuice?
chained by your neck in a COt1~,:,~:'~~Ydu'really are ing the grass. Then I felt bad That's blasphemous. ,;,.'
crete stall for months withybltt •.. stt,iPid, aren'tY9¥?" and walked around hugging "So I went into ~~py,
udders genetically modifiC:citd'(;\;C9W:','Xup, DUlIlbas,a:' ::eachone'of·,'thertreessaying, . accepted myself: and l~~,to
People for the Ethical produce so much extrathilk"mud fen2e.";;:"·· .. . ''I'm sorry; Uoveyou guys." I practice moderation. ;iQcc,a-
:.':~d~:'~::P;::e.m::::don::"~~~aU;U,~~~:JN:tu~::'S;;\~!i!&'1f" ";";""-
against milk, because milk you'~ ~t artificiiilly pregrumt ':', They'~t' them to ~that -:me which one is moredange~-on1y s~,{~lC,,·:';;;i\" . e
f d f in oroet.to maintain high milk milk is loaded with fat ~lill'··:"e;·,;:.':.;.'00.Us;.'~.".< .comes rom cows--an or , ",,' ",;:,1t"i:, :;"",'), •
some reason, th ...t.binR;~it'~t:,~p~~n; and theri~ve YQyr beer contains no fat, ~t beer '<;'f';:i'sr
~!{."~"~d'':'," calves traumatically tUten a~ contains fiber w.hile rn'i1~ la-d,mean to" "fbii . But ",'~' \1,;,t "n;;l U\b
s ' are call d :~d chopped up for ~ w\tij any fiber whatsoever, ·~t beef
. e ». , . W:, "it' Uoll"
"~"~ to YO~1j usefulness IS OVer and offers complex carbohydrates
.&~~.·.;ct!iujt'i.·j·:;1·'.... you're shoved into a truck and while milk' doescon 'uut:· 15'1:1,·" .
_'j,>., >.'?';;f ff to sla ter?" tribu .
hazardous to your; health, .far."':'" ",.~
more dangerousth~ri li.~~1:';':'! ,',:~~~9,~~i>.::n: =e fz~~~~t~~!;~!,;'f:::~t;!1Alri~;!8;iY~,~2?:W,..
,
according to P
risks of alcoho
...:.....~... ~:- .. ,. '.-' ..--~
,.\: .,. ','.' ',".
_I-I:r-------~)
Thank you notes
.0t any glossy his- son who proved herself unre- • you for sharing your strength do." She subsequently suffered
t~ry book pages?lenting in her pursuit of social' and beauty with me, Alana. through two more babies and
Lesleigh Owen ''Whatab~"ut the rest of us?" . eq~ty .. Thank you'J6r.yollr 4. At fifteen, I couldn't eleven years of life-threatening
. Columnist My: fingers twitch; Takin,~ guidance,Jo Anne. .. .. imagine the world extending abuse until on~ day when she
':S=-':"o":'h-e-re""I:-"S1"':','t,"".··'::flexm";~.·;';g-.m-;';y~fin:-"'-this as a sign to retreat from my 2. "Wha~ WOuldyou do if . beyond my poetry, my acne and loaded up her car, buckled in
gers, cra~g my knuckles famous-women chronicles.. I you had a dick for one day?" ... my teenage angst. By the time I her daughters and bid her
and getting all~lltOund psyched instead start typing a list of the Still a blossoming feminist in reached the magical voting age, hubby adieu.
to tap out so fiery an article on everyday womeawho have left this professor's Wome~'s Stud- I remember watching a little girl She and her three daugh-
famous historical women that it a fingerprmt,()r ~;~nthe lens ies course, I punctuated her cut her hair short, slouch her ters spent the next few years
sets this five-yeaf old computer, .. through whichI view my world. question with'it nc.rvous giggle. posture, and don black clothes dRftiiig between homelessness,
ablaze. My tw<?typingfingers ,/ Remem;b,;ring Mommy's Icc:.' Nonetheless, her: intpguing in apP'~ent attempts to cram hun,ger and· minimum wage
poise above thetypewrite~ tures on efiquett$, I c~ge to question inspired me tozoom herself inside a mobile wall of jobs. They may have wo~n sec-
ready to spell oui:' ..th~storynf realize I've never thanked.these home that very night and pen' shadow. and-hand clothes and gone
Aretha Franklin:" the fust' amazing women for their every::""t\V() of my favorite feminist At age fouiteen, she hungry a few times, she says
woman of any color indticted day, extraordinary and empow- poems." shrugged off her black. cloud now, but after she left her hus-
into the Rock and Rollilall of ering presence in my life. Mid:seme'ster" shetold'and burst out of the ~loset.band, no one .ever laid another
Fame,· followed by tlJe tale.of 1. To introduce ust~ 6ur.~,1p.etO~stop using thre~;<lollar N~~;6neye~ later,~he finger on herbabies.No batter-
Jane Roe's heroic io: .Women's Studies class., :the' words and esoteric theories to ~esin rallies,l~bbleshet ing husband, no sexist job with
triumph in 1973 -:-::'b ,..' .... ite:!.cher's aide ~e.Jlt"1liO~d the justify my fem~"~resence in le~t~rii'an~_ brandishes her slave wages, no tight-lipped bill
~he fO~d. hersey..,,,,",'. '.:..,:oo..:..T.J'. po.iriHfl.g..her fin...ger a.•. ac.ade.nu.a.:.•.;.:women. have. to anti-~~Pl.'talis.m.. '.T.-.Shirts a~d '...c..?ll.....ecto....r. eve.. rbled ..,. ,.the stre.ngth
.lOto an.tl-.ch..Ol.'~C.e.bi ' .•.... ·,., .• '4 ...• "'.~chOf~ hapless souls. 10 tum. soun d..~,. .as.,~mart. to rec...et. ,ve.. '~_(~.2:..~D";,Jl.u.tton"~""W1th '-~:1~~U~fr.•..om ~.".spheno~e-"Wait just a ".. my: 'and asking us· to reate our 'haI$ltHe credit, ~1~ ...tpI:w!\~~~6.· Kris, you are one of.... ,,' Yo~ quiet and
fingers. Lilc,e" little digits, names and explain whether or ~l~VeIyon ~your'juclgments the bravest women! krtbW.·r·~ acts 6f courage,~" , ._.,,,w.J#- ....-. ,. .... . I{. •
they still. '''l:h~,I:,,\V9men truly not we consid~.t~d .•;ourseN'es .. and experiences." By semester's Thank you. 'heroism of those
rocked the' world,' b~~'''';h~t.:feriliiUsts:\Vh~·~ at last the fin- end, I had decided to become a 5. Like many women, she '. .. ."Wtiose names, color the
about all cl.,ose 'Jt1;~~~SS '. geri:>f d??m swung my way, I Women's Studies insttuctorgainedher strength by ~urvivirig 'pig;:'~foui history books.
women whose "6ingi.qg voices.··· nerVously mumbled something myself. uninlaginable obstacles. This Thank you, Lois, for n~er fail-
'If: .'. .··1.'····· ,
likewise lit up tl,te ~tage ,or ".. about valuing gender equality Thank you, Phoebe, for amazon now exudes enough ing to remind me why t honor
whose struggle fdr ~fe and but not actually applying the helping me define myself as raw power. to illuminate a small the spirit of womankind.t .
legal abortions, dun¥ ~e one "f" word to myself. "It's just feminist scholar and activist artd . city and,'ippropriately enough, Oh, sure; none off.Jhese
, .li: :i,- . _ . "." .. ' " " ~
hundred or· so y~ rat it too loaded," I concluded. ~Y!?~ for providirt~aII YClm has cho~~~ to dedicate her life women ever rescued ariyone'
remained illegaI,~ved '%Roe's "Huh uh," the TA said. stU~:n.~,.regardIess' o~_.s~~.a ,.,to·, eilIightening women and from a burning building, s3pg a
highway to victorf What ii1Jout "Huh uh?" 1 asked. safe art,~equitableliaven. ... ... ...men' through teaching. Or, top-forty hit or built a statut of
all those womeJ, long btlf,ore "Huh 00. Female or Qh,and thanks. for more specifically, through stuff- Sappho out of recycled bb
our courts stclped s~ male, if you strive for women's inspiring ''Dick for a Day," truly ing their innocent little heads bottles. Every}2.~~,.,.of~.theln,
their shoulder in the face~of .rights in this culture, you'd bet- one of my greatest Poetic .. tri- with .visions of pr~pa~~~ ... ">however,"'''·'~iilites,~ with the
domestic vi9'ence,. who ne~r ter accept the unity, community umphs. '., r .~>~~~C:~.,.f:~tions'aha systemic stten~ ~at,j.bmes fro,m
had the 'opportunlty to leav;e and refuge of the label, because 3. Afte~ y~ ,oj. abuse; . lnequaIit1es. . '.' e,n~Ul'!(lKl;\Jife~e of hardship.
their abu..T.:1e husban.. ds ;r;~~~.SOcial. iU...s..t1. ·.~.e. . pr.oves~ .•~~.2'~~~heleag;~'l6'~ ~ deaf.,: t? ,_,_" ";,~",,9.?~,.._..9fJ,,,~e.most'~~di~ , ••~~~ ~s touching.'._. an.d .em~oWe:-
songs, :Jftend +"'or even\ . bumpy nd!;;,.,'M'"'''''''''· her husoancL" •.wheneverhe cated ane;! emot1onal aCt1VIsts tng as recordstof legtslat:tve 111-
jaunt ~~to'"1he local moviel.,,,,,,,'''~'i5kay then," I said "I warned her that without him, I've ever~:-vn. I have watched urnphs an~ltales of soulful
thea~~t. about all the guess I'm a feminist" she'd wither up like an unwa- her grind an\ppponent into a black divaslthese women's sto-
women of ~~~~o.J~eed The more I got to know tered plant. fine powder j~~before zipping ries weav~together the tapestry
feet first into the early feminist'+",her,,,!?; more she bombarde~. Now, several years later, home and sobbiO&.through the of every;~man's history.
movement, only to discover in .me with ii1spirati().!l~d encour- this powerhouse doesn't just end of Mulan. You':!lfe my rolel"
many cases that "feminism" agement, loading me"'Up"witll_ walk into a room; girlfriend model and my beSt friend. ...
often translated to "white, mid- hugs and slivers of advice each '''~~'ev~~e's eye the second Thank you, Lauri. ~\ l
dIe-cIass, political movement" time we bumped into one she sails throtiglMhe ..d~r.,Fat, 6. After disco~her.{
::~o:~~~~sew:::=:~ :::;~~~l:m~~ :;n:=t~r;:~:::::::~'W."~~~1;::e: ~I
whose. names will never grace as a com~orting and loVing per- envelopes of adorati~n.Thank told the father of th~':J.~'
·~ I '~, c"'------c.
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Boise
Representative
Ken Robison
(D)
¥~bi~
'iti;~';:"~'\:·:··:.t(
'Je,op;'
J~oise state
~.ui6n>·'iri"
i:elevi.-
school. How-
ever, this Year' I
am glad to see
there are two
candidates who
.stand out above
the rest. Nate
Peterson and
Rachel Wheat-
ley are the best
candidates in
this year's elec-
tion.
, Vote Nate and
Rachel
I usually observe student
body elections with little inter-
est. The tickets typically involve
a predictable assortment of
young politicos who rehash last
year's issues and are interested
in p~dding their resumes in
preparation for graduate
Bot h
Nate and Ra"i:hel
have excellent administrative
skills garnered through their
active participation in student
government and' this univer-
sity's clubs. Nate, a former Col-
lege of Business and Econom-
ics Senator, currently works
with' the Gateway Center and .
the Progressive Student
. Alliance. Rachel, a Brown
Honor's Scholar, is active with
the BSU Ambassadors and has
previously worked with the
Martin Luther KingJr. Human
Rights Week speakers commit-
tee.
Nate and Rachel are ded-
icated to continuing their serv-
ice to the school and
community whether or not
they are elected. If they are
elected, however, they are com-
mitted to a pragmatic platform
designed to ensure fair funding
to' clubs; assist students' with .
II,
extended service hours and
encourage students to go out
and become active members of
I
their community.
Students interested in
intelligent, hard working people
to represent them should vote
Nate .Peterson and Rachel
Wheatley. They are more con-
cerned with helping their fellow
students than padding their
resumes or going with the
crowd.
Sincerely, .
Asencion "Chon" Ramirez
Class of 1999
,The'Top'Ten thingS to doab()utth~.oostof'ga$.
10.) Carpool,vlll1pool,ride the bUsor Y()\lJ: bike. .. . .
9.)Stayhotne andlistentoKF-95 "The MusicDifference"until
some,bi~~qrp<>r:ati0!lbu~~them out and changestheformat.
8.).()n~~rdc.llt-jai:¥fug. ..•.. .•...'/' .....•••.•..' ..' '. .
7.) Write bigautOlllobile corporations and ••ask.•them. why cars
"'llich cantravelQO,qliles()none gallon of gas arenot orrthe mar-
Jre.t eVellthougl1th~te~ologyhaS~91 a\llillab1efor decades.
6.),Sipllon it'~ut,()fotherpeoplfs cars'>':" .. .'
5;),l)on'tbuygasop: April7~9t() send a message to big corpora- .
..tionsand,i:obighroth¢i. .".....•<./;:.).:' -.-.
··4:)-I:ljtcli~hike.jC· •........'-..,'• .........' '>' .•..••..•••....••••.' .•••.•• .:' •.•• • ••
··.~~)ig~y.\)?y·fi:oIp.rnC)mand.popgas~titi°lls.sllchas •.Country
i'~}~~~~@V~~I[,~,·J/'d,:i;.!.:.iiL
;1.')I:><:>n't.~uy.lsfr9Ili,sta~()~wi!h.~ess~gwith.A.~l"the .
~·fU:Stweekof die jnoutll;'G-L theseCoridweek;M~Rthethiiai and
'·~~\~fl~}\iI;KJ.i~Z,t~;~",i~;l2"",.,ki~..1{·t;,..,,i·"J,'h..;,;..:J3,·,:·
Lingerie (or Men &Women
Af/f1J.. Massage Products
VitI Kama Sutra
Adult Novelties & More...
109 N.I0th
MOll-Fri. IO-6jSatI2-5
• Boise 338-9177
, '
cOr,I,EGIATEn .,1
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Find The Fruit
S I J I V Y S B T K N U R T A
G E W y E N G T S X Y I T 0 H /
K R P I T H T E I G MW T C N
Y T Q A Y I· M V Z S X I C I Q
0 R J P R I U Q 0 P U L P R 'V
Z N R A L G R R Y R E I K P B
X E H E Q M C L F M A A W A Z
E C K M H S I E E R AN C E Y
J T D Q 0 C P N P G A B G H Q
R A D S T A T P V M P T M E L
A R S W R I BAN A N A S E M
Z I F G N Q P H Y Y E I M U I
E N'C E Z P K Z I A B 0 L G L
B E 0 U L G J U J G N P W P A
K R A E P D C J A K WG K K. L
PRflSSWIRE
Check Out the Listen.com Music Download Report
hUp:/ /www.cpwire.com/features/listen.htm
Apple
Apricot,
Banana
Cherry
Clementine
Grapefruit
Grapes,
Lemon
Lime
Nectarine
Orange
Peach
Pear
Plum
Starfruit
.~ .......-----,)
, .,
I
Spring
officially
arrived
Monday,r:
,; .?'. '".~nJPY lt~
NEED EXTRA
MONEY!
EARN S1S,OOa
PART TIME!
Sure you could use me extra
money-who couldn't? The
Arm}' Reserve can help )'OU
cam morc man $18,000 dur-
ing a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some great,
benefits, with opportunities to
qualify for even morc monc}'
to continue )'Our education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that .
will last you a lifetime.
Good extra money Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Cive the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
ThencaU:
(208) 375·7009 Boise
(108) 467-4441 Nampa
• ALL 'ft)U CAN II: .
ARMY i.RESERVE
-- ---- ---' -- -" --_. --
c"'" __ ----_
TUITION FINANCINGTRUST SERVICESMUTUAL FUNDS
It's a simpie ea leu lation:
TIAA·[REF's low expenses
mean more mone.y
working for you.
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE
fund can equal better performance. ~$]75,OOO '-----.------,'--·--- -lLow·CostAuount
~~~!goo _
Hlgh.CostAuount 1
How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call
us. We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense
calculator so you can see for yourself that no matter
what your investment, you'll benefit from low
expenses. And (REF expenses range from just
0.29% to 0.37%.1
For more than 80 years, we've been committed to
low expenses, superior customer service and strong
performance.
EXPENSES!
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting' your
retirement provider Is an easy decision:TIAA·(REF.
Total amimulatlons after 20 uears based on InItial
Investment of $50,000 and hupothetllill annual
returnsof11 ,.J
www.tiaa-cref.org
-\
c_· ------,-..1_
Fishbowl by Eric Ellis
WMAT \NINe
SHOLACt) 'fOU
~E? wrrH
BL..oINDl6~
DoE'S ~A-
'FoO\) Go
WELL WITH
GARFISLD"?
wHAr AI2€
THe~pl.-l-
Nf3NIAR::-!
FoaDSDF
-rn"6 CoMICSZ
CATHY: cHlU£D .
Ct4ARDa-JNA'f )
E"NTIRE= Box. o~
oC£J(jJ\f6- (X)~UTS
~¥-~ ~~¥..\
~.
D~ES~v IN ,,AGE" c..N$. )
gR.l£' CN leAsT
!.:YOl-CCN..L T~T
,
CABERNeT'?/-/
I'TS'PISS- '.
~~
~.r .....
~ b('--'i:-: ,"
~''--....;-ro·'/,) . '}", .' . ~'~::jlit
(' l~)
~~l"
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. Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
If you rearrange the letters in
..'golf' you sure as hell won't get
'splodd'
.Taurus: (Apr. 20.May 20)
The items you read this week
are all untrue.
Gemini; (May 21-June 21)
The evil nature of your twin is
caused by the paranoid schizo- .
phrenia- or is it?
Cancer: Oune 22-July 22)
Just do it! But don't)~t3!l
. take pictures. .. '..'.
-. ;. • -: "v "
;~~~iO;;(OCL24-Nciv: 21)': : ,~cis;~eb: 19·Mar. 20)
Sex 'driV~s your actions this : Why do you' do those things
. week .Make sure it's licensed. . when you know.y?u'~.,get:··
;'{i",·';;;:;;~¥tf~\l,:;~;,\< ~~.t?:~;Dt"i£!;;:;:;·<"':··· .
,..
....
)" '
;~._, -, ..c'-------.,..c.
1!!fi)xg~
(208) 345-8204
Classified Ads
ads@emaU.boisestate.edu
For BSU Students/Faeult~ the
'irst 25 words are 'ree, a'ter
that onl~ $O.25/word~Student
rate is non-business advertising.
Must show student or 'aeult~ ID
or inelude student number.
Announcements
I -.
II' \'( .ur plein is til nuke your
future in Hoise, then wlluldn't
vuu W;lHt to Ch;1l1~1' \"cll p,,1i,
[lo:-I'''':I1I1,re llltll (;III,"I' 'LT,
Ilt 1 .xr J 130, Campus C"I'\'
in the SI'B,
, GOT SOMETHIN' TO
SAY?!?
.Make yourself heard with a
classified ad! The Arbiter
offers FREE classified ad
space for BSL: students! Up to
25 words, at no cost, fill' any'
BSU students who want to
place a non-business classified
ad. \\'ant to place an ad to
make a little extra money> No
problem, The Arbiter also
offers very reasonable prices
for business classified and dis-
play ads, So give us a call at
345-8204.
Help Wanted
'. '. '.t!'t...«-...«-
$6000 per month!
Processing government mort-
gage refunds. No experience
needed. 1-888-649-3435Ext 111.
1 kip \,'anted
Exotic dancers & lingerie
models needed for bachelor,
birthday parties, etc. Make
S300-S400/hr. Call 1-800-758-
ICJ98or wildwesrdancers.com
WANTED
Cellist for local coffee shop
lund,
vlust be creative.
Vocal capabiliry and experi-
ence playing »:/ others helps,
but not required.
If interested call: K.C. @J 3,13-
9880
Or Jeff@ 433-9321
POSTAL JOBS
to $18.35/HR
INC. BENEFITS, NO
EXPERIENCE. FOR APP.
AND EXAM INFO, CALL
1-800-813-3585 EXT 2026,
8AM-9PM,7 DAYS, fds inc.
WILDLIFE JOBS
to $21.60/HR
INC. BENEFITS. GAME
WARDENS, SECURITY,
MAINTENANCE, PARK
RANGERS. NO EXPERI-
ENCE NEEDED. FOR
APP. AND EXAM JNFO
CALL 1.800.813·3585, EXT
2027 8AM-9PM 7 DAYS, fds
inc.
Computer
components
of The
Arbitert
IDEALEMPLOYMENT
...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
IMAGINE THIS:
• Evening & Weekend shifts 20-40 hrslwk
• Top Dollar· our reps average ~H12Jhour
• Paid Training
'~~ ~TURNER & KLEIN
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Paid summer internship
0rpc srtuniry.
Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Unit. Full time.
Must be available June 5th -
September 4th.
Submit resume to:
Michele Butts
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
No phone calls please.
The Arbiter
Are you interested in a reward-
ing position related to your
degree field? Tbe Arbiter is
looking for Ad Reps and an
Online Editor. For more infor-
mation, or to make an appoint-
ment for an interview, call
Brad at 345-8204.
Disk Drive Power
Supply
Circuit Board
The Arbiter
Is looking for a part time
receptionist to work Tuesdays
and Thursdays, from Noon to
5 pm. 1\1ust be organized, out-
going, and motivated. Work-
study may be available. If
interested, call Brad at 345-
8204.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
MAJORS
\V'ant to move to northern
California? Teach where you
arc needed most- Students
with severe disabilities. Santa
Clara County Office of Edu-
cation (San Jose, CA).
W\\'w,"CCI >e,org
Phone: 1-800-416-2624 or see
your career center for more
information.
Housing
Get serious! Springs Apt.
Fairview and Cole, quiet. Your
O\\1nbedroom and bath - $350
+ 1/2 utilities. W/D, A/C,
D /w, pool, racquetball, hot
tub, & weight room. 321-8695.
3 guys need a roommate.
Cheap rent. Big house. Can
move in April 1st. Call 378-
9741.
Looking for a place to live?
www.housingl0l.net. ..
Your move off campus!
Foothills duplex. Near trails,
with view. Close to school and
downtown. 368-9604.
For Rent:
2 bedroom duplex located one
block from BSU. $475 a
month, plus $300 deposit. Has
AIC and \V/D hook-ups.
Great location! Call 342-4296.
For Sale
86 Subaru Wagon. 4WD, one
owner. 150K miles. Beloved
car, red, excellent condition,
runs great. Oil leak- needs new
cam seal. $2000 firm. 383-
9375
1988 Acura Integra LS.
R~ns fast, strong, and depend-
able. Power sun roof, A/C,.
and cruise. $2000 OBo. Call
230-5854 after noon.
The Most Crap on the Internet ...
e-crap.co11l
. _.W~lcomes 'Miss Easyriders
, '1999" 0$ its excluSive spokesmod~1.
i
1-
"3'
.~_c -")
. Sports & Recreation
Former high school baseball
players.
If you're still interested in
playing during the summer,
call Blue at 368-9892.
S.E.D. Jobs
-For Jobs Us ted Below go to
the Student Employment
Office, or call 426-JOBS.
Job Title: Waitperson Start
Date: Spring Job Number:
3977 Wage: Negotiable
Hours/Week: Part time,
flexible schedule. Open seven
days a week from 11:OOamto
10:00 pm.Primary,Dudcs:,
Customer service. Minimum'
Qualifications: Prefer expe-
rience in the field of customer
service. New business will
open approx. 4\06\00
Job Title: Developmental
Tech Start Date: ASAP Job
Number. 3901Wage: $7.00/Hr
to start. Hours/Week: Flexi- '
ble schedule around class
schedule, 10, 20 hours a week
and up. Primary Duties:
Working with a variety of
developmental programs to
meet the needs of a variety of
young clients. Minimum
Qualifications: High school,
diploma, will train.
Job Title: Loss Prevention
Agent/Manager Start Date:
ASAP Job Number: 3923
Wage: $7-8.00/Hr, DOE, +
in-store employee discount.
Hours/Week: P/T nego-
tiable between M-W 10am-
7pm, Th/Fri IOam-Bpm, Sat
9:30am-6pm, Sun. 11am-5pm.
Primary Duties: See title.
Miriimum',.', Qualifications:
Prefer any re1atedexperience.
The Most Crop on the Internet...
e--craP.co",
...welcomes "Miss Eosyriders
1999' os its exclusive spokesmodel.
Job Title: Customer Service
Attendant StartDate: ASAP
Job Number: 3942 Wage:
$7.00 t~ $750/Hr dependent
upon experience and shift
worked, plus commission.
Hours/Week: Flexible
schedule around class sched-
ule. Open seven days per
week, from 6:30 am to mid-
night. Primary Duties:
Duties include checking in and
. checking out rental cars, as
well as all other aspects of
customer service related to'
this position, Minimum
Qualifications: Customer
service experience preferred,
some light computer skills are
required.
Job Title: BarrisUi (work at
Mieron) Start Date: ASAP
Job Number: 3971 Wage':
$6.50/Hr Hours/Week: 1)
6-11am Sat/Sun., plus other
optional hours negotiable in
6am-3pm and/or 8pm-3am
shifts between M-Sun; 2) P/T
to be arranged in 8pm-3am
shifts negotiable between M-
Sun. Primary Duties: Train
to make/serve coffee 'drinks,
cashier, etc. Minimum Qual-
ifications: Will train, would
like any cashiering/customer
service background
Job Title: Runner/Laborer
Start Date: ASAPJob Num-
ber: 3820 Wage: $6.00 per
hour, DOE Hours/Week:
16 t024 hours per week with a
flexible schedule, couid
become full time in the sum-
mer. Primary Duties: Run-
ning parts and supplies for a
construction company in
addition to some providing
constructiori labor and other
duties as assigned. Minimum
Qualifications: Must be at
least eighteen years of age
with a valid drivers license.
Job Title: Bookkeeper Start
Date: ASAP Job Number:
3841. Wage:$7.00/Hr
Hours/Week: P/T - 3-5 days
per week. Primary Duties:
Bookkeeper for bar/grill chain
with four locations. Mini-
mum Qualifications: Reliable
transportation, self-motivated &
detail-oriented; Microsoft
applications knowledge.
Job Title: Front Desk Agent
Start Date: ASAPJob Num-
ber: 3858 Wage: $6.75/Hr
Hours/Week:' 7am-3pm or
3pm-ll pm. Primary Duties:
Employee will work at the
hotel front desk. Check guests
in and out, make reservations;
post charges, answer ~ulti-line
phone, guest problem solving
and provide information and
directions. Minimum Quali-
fications: Prefer cash han-
dling skills and customer
service experience.
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Job Title: Runn~r for a Law
Firm Start Date:" ASAP Job
Number: 3969 Wage:
$7.00/Hr + mileage
Hours/Week: Full or part
time, flexible schedule. Pri-
mary Duties: Run errands
for a law firm and some light
office work. Minimum Qual-
ifications: Reliable trans-
portation, must be at least 18
years of age with auto insur-
ance and a clean driving
record.
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The Arbiter
is now hiring
'Ad Reps, Reception-
ist, and Online Editor
Call 345·8204 to apply
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1 Toppins
Pizza
;.....-
1323 Broadway A ve. Carl'YOuforDelive~t .
367 -9200 Good onl)! Cit •.. . ....•......
Open until 1:30ah1Broadwa~JocafiOn' .
'. . Fri. &Saf. E)(pires4/0S/00 atmidnisht
; rBroadwaY store onlYJ
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